Spring 2007 OTC Use Statistics:
- Spring 2007: **4753 test taken** 5581 appointments made 36 instructors, 56 courses, 6 Academic Units

### Exams Taken at the OTC Spring 2002 - Spring 2007

(Note that figures for WS 2005 do not include the final week of the semester)

#### Historical data:
- Winter 2002: **870 tests taken** (10 different classes: Anthropology, Business, Sociology, History, Biology, and Optometry)
- Summer 2002: **485 tests taken** (10 different classes: Anthropology, Sociology, and History)
- Fall 2002: **1619 tests taken** (14 different classes: Anthropology, Business, MIS, Sociology, History, and Philosophy)
- Summer 2003: **1508 tests taken** (12 different classes: Anthropology, Business, Sociology, History, and Psychology)
- Fall 2003: **2697 test taken** (12 different classes: Anthropology, Business, Sociology, History, and Psychology)
- WS 2004: approximately **3200 tests taken** (4450 appointments made—software not tracking tests taken vs. appointments made, corrected for SS04) (multiple classes: Anthropology, Business, Sociology, History, Nursing, Philosophy, and Psychology)
- FS 2004: **3129 tests taken** (4335 appointments made) **22 Instructors, 30 courses**, 57% A&S however these courses have large enrollments. (multiple classes: Anthropology 4 instructors—4 classes, Business: 4 instructors—4 classes, Sociology: 1 instructor—3 classes, History 3 instructors—4 classes, Nursing: 1 instructor—1 class, Philosophy: 3 instructors—3 classes,
Psychology: 1 instructor—4 classes, Communication: 1 instructor—2 classes, education 1 instructor—1 class, Continuing Ed: 2 instructors—2 courses, and Engineering: 1 instructor—all beginning engineering students)

- **WS 2005** As of Thursday, May 5: 2870 tests taken 4206 appointments made- 505 appointments over the final week of the semester—so far. 20 instructors, 29 different courses:
  - A&S—Anthropology (4), Biology (1), Sociology (3), History (3), Philosophy (2), English (3), and Psychology (4); as well as Social Work (2) and Gerontology (1). Most of these are VIP, and these VIP classes have, by far, the largest enrollments.
  - Engineering—one evaluation for all new students.
  - Nursing: 2 courses plus HESI testing.
  - Business: 2 courses
  - Communication: 1 course

- **Fall 2005**: 4232 tests taken 5854 appointments made  
  - At least 10 Academic Units made use of the OTC

- **Spring 2006**: 3887 tests taken 4662 appointments made  
  - 7 Academic Units & 26 courses made use of the OTC

- **Summer 2006**: 1419 tests taken 1723 appointments made  
  - 4 Academic Units, 20 courses, and 18 instructors

- **Fall 2006**: 3959 tests taken 4700 appointments made  
  - 6 Academic Units, 52 courses, and 32 instructors

**Total tests taken (academic): 37,815**

Additionally, the OTC is currently being used by:

- American College Testing Service
- NCAA Coaching Certification (UM-St. Louis coaches take their certification tests at the OTC)
- College of Nursing: HESI Testing